James Fisher Offshore (JFO) pride ourselves on quality delivery, focusing on customer service through
“Right First Time” and “ Fit for Purpose” values. Our business is modelled to deliver a superior
integrated support service and project delivery structure, to mirror the operational delivery
requirements of our key clients.
JFO has been a platinum level authorised distributor for Ingersoll Rand material handling products for
more than 10 years. We are considered by Ingersoll Rand as a key global partner who are the first
distributor to be awarded a second distributorship location - Malaysia.
We are proud to hold a master service centre accreditation in both our
UK and Malaysia facilities.

James Fisher Offshore - UK

Flagship master service centre for Ingersoll Rand

Within our 12 acre UK headquarters, JFO have a dedicated pneumatic service workshop and test facility. We hold
the largest stock of OEM spare parts along with our onsite engineering expertise, fabrication and paint facility which
allows us to overhaul, service and repair all Ingersoll Rand material handling products in-house.

We overhaul, test and re-certify as per OEM, all models of Ingersoll Rand 150kg man riding winches. We hold
all service kits/spare parts ex stock allowing us to turnaround 150kg man riders within 7-10 days. This gives our
clients peace of mind that their man riding winches are fully certified and safe for use offshore.
Due to our committment and investment in stocking OEM spare parts, we can repair, overhaul and re-certify both
old and new models of Ingersoll Rand utility winches. This not only extends the life of our clients hard working utility
winches, it assures them of continued optimum performance of critical offshore equipment.

“My dual role allows me to share my time between our dedicated
Ingersoll Rand workshop and be a technical support contact to our key
clients both on and offshore.”
Michael McAllister, Pneumatic Technical Support Engineer

Case Study:

Rig Material Handling Reactivation and Re-certification
Heather Platform, UKCS
Project Planning
James Fisher Offshore (JFO) master service centre team were involved right from the outset at the planning
stage. Working closely alongside our client KCA Deutag and their project delivery team to ensure both the
QHSE management process and project timeline expectations were understood and achievable.

Equipment Scope
•
•

60Te BOP Handling System
5Te Drill floor winch package

•
•

Portable utility winch package
Dedicated 150kg Man Riding winches

Inspection
After taking delivery of the Heather equipment at JFO, our project management procedure initiated. All
equipment is checked against documentation provided by our client, visually inspected and function tested to
confirm current condition. Our OEM trained and fully certified pneumatic technicians then carry out a full
inspection and strip down creating a detailed engineers report.
Re-build
JFO utilised the large stock of genuine OEM spare parts to allow us to reduce lead times and re-build ahead of
schedule. Adopting our clients variation of change management process and regular scheduled site visits,
provides complete visibility of project progress and testing verification.
Re-certification & Testing
Upon completion of re-build the utility / man riding winches and BOP handling system are then function tested.
Load tests are carried as per manufacturers guidelines and under the supervision of client/3rd party inspector.

“Early engagement and JFO project management ethos, allows us to fully
support our key client rig reactivation programmes”
David Willetts, Workshop Manager

Training and Competency

JFO prides itself on putting QHSE at the heart of its operations

Working alongside Ingersoll Rand, JFO were instrumental in developing the first dedicated winch and hoist training
programme. All of JFO pneumatic technicians have been trained and certified by OEM to work on all our clients
equipment and we can now provide our clients with in-house training on both utility and man riding winches.

James Fisher Offshore - Malaysia
JFO Malaysia has been an authorised service centre since 2014. The vision for the development of a second
service centre was to take the values and skills developed and refined in the UK over many years and apply them
to a geography which was greatly underserved. Since its inception, JFO Malaysia has proven popular amongst
local and international clients and has carried out various rig five yearly’s both in situ and at our workshop facilities
in Johor and Labuan. The centre also ensures a quick turnaround on man rider, utility and portable winches and
hoists on a one off basis by holding a large inventory of OEM spare parts.

All technicians have been through Ingersoll Rand’s
rigorous technician training and have spent time in the
UK further developing their skills and all hold full offshore
certification in order to offer clients full flexibility. With
shotblasting, painting, testing, spooling and fabrication
facilities onsite, JFO Malaysia is able to offer a
comprehensive, certified and best in class service for
your lifting requirements.

Hazim Ithnin
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“Following training to UK operator and OEM standards, I am able
to repair, overhaul and re-certify critical items of lifting
equipment Ifrom JFO’s Johor facility”
Hazim Ithnin, Mechanical Engineer

Mobile Workshop Container Case Study
Our mobile workshop container arrived at location fully stocked with all the necessary tools required to carry out servicing and
repairs on the winches. Various spare part kits were supplied to enable work to be carried out on each model of Ingersoll Rand
winch. All winches were then tested and re-certified after the service/repair work was completed. James Fisher Offshore provided
two manufacturer trained and certified pneumatic technicians to carry out the work offshore. A full engineers report on each winch
was submitted along with a complete list of spare parts used. The maintenance on all 18 winches was completed within 10 days,
which was ahead of schedule and within budget.

Testimonies
“Just a note to say thanks, and highlight a very good service we’ve received from Fisher offshore *** was impressed by the good
response that your company has provided to *** operations. It has also been said that your engineer has been more than flexible
when carrying out his work, due to ongoing operations on the drill floor. Work carried out by your service engineer (Lee Murdoch)
has been outstanding and well above and beyond his job. Please pass on our thanks to him. Also pass on your our thanks to your
on shore team who provide spares and service within 1 hour off a call - this is a great asset to your company. This has been much
appreciated by Team ***”.
Archer UK (August 2017)

“Having worked closely with Fisher Offshore for several years now, I would like to take this opportunity to thank all staff for their
professional approach and experience in dealing with all lines of enquiries relating to the supply of new equipment, refurbishment of
used equipment and the supply of spare parts in a timely manner and competitive pricing. In addition to the material handling division
of Fisher, we have had very good engineering solutions engineered and produced to work round difficult requirements to progress
equipment installations and commissioning to closure.
Not to forget the supply of Ingersoll Rand pneumatic tooling and the back-up service that takes all tools through to a certified and
usable piece of equipment. This service has proved to be of great benefit for our company, allowing us to meet industry and client
HAVS policies and procedures .
Finally, I would also like to highlight how efficient and flexible I have found everyone at Fisher Offshore, in their day to day business
operations, including their collection and delivery service, even to the extent of short notice call offs throughout the night to catch
last minute sailing departures, is not an issue to their staff.”
Odfjell Drilling (October 2017)
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